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M. DELFOSSE'S APPEAL TO BELGIANS

On Behalf of the Belgian Government, M, Antoine Delfosse, Minister of

Justice and Information, mil 'broadcast, in French, tonight at 10:30 p.m.

(D.B.S.T.), from the Belgian National station in London, a message to the

occupied territory. The statement mil be repeated in Flemish by
M,A,D. Schrijver, Minister of the Interior, tomorrow, Following is the text

of the message;-

At the moment when the Gorman war machine is beginning to be brought to

a standstill under the hammer-blows of the Allies, it is the Governments

imperative duty to issue a special message to the officials in the occupied

territory of Belgium,

First of all, an important distinction has. to be mode between the two

categories of Belgians who are at present working in the public administrations;

on the one hand there arc those - the very large majority - who have remained

in the service of the State with the firm intention of doing the greatest

possible harm to the enemy occupier, or at any rate of having no contact with

him, and determined not to work in his interest; on the other hand there are

those - a small number ~ who, by re an on of their ambition, ideology

or stupidity, have openly Joined the service of the enemy and have facilitated

the operation of the now order of oppression and pillage which he has

introduced.

No have something to say to both these classes of citizens*

To the second category, that of the officials who arc guilty of treason

and collaboration with the enemy, wo recall insistent!y and firmly the clauses

of the Penal Code, recently strengthened, which condemn assistance given to

the enemy in any form, No warn thorn that the legal authorities of liberated

Belgium vail be merciless towards those who, having benefited by the

confidence, the honour and the material security conferred on thorn by State

service, have done their best to betray the Stale and to collaborate in its

destruction. And, since there are degrees of abasement as well as of heroism,
I denounce hero, as among the worst offenders, those officials of the labour

offices, from the highest to the lowest, who have Imowlngly delivered up

their follow-citizens to forced labour, deportation, and death by bombing

in Germany,

Extremely severe punishment will also be meted out to those who have

denounced ary of their compatriots to the enemy, even if their positions male

this their apparent duty in German eyes. Our magistrates, our gendarmes and

our policemen have never had any right to act as the instruments of the

enemy’s war councils, Mo are proud, and thank God, that those who have

disregarded that elementary truth have boon so few in number among those

distinguished bodies of men.

Stern reprisals will also bo talon against the bad citizens who have

seized for themselves the public positions from which they had expelled

patriotic Belgians; I refer to those governor’s, district commissioners,

burgomasters, aldermen and police commissioners whoso appointment, imposed by

the Germans with scandalous illegality, has only facilitated the enemy’s

oppression and made it more difficult for honest persons to resist.

/All who hold public
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All who hold public authority and have used it to. the advantage of the

enemy one to-day in a state of acute apprehension: with the insight that

sometimes goes with a bad conscience, they realise that their masters have lost

the day and that the knell of Germany will soon ring also for themselves. So they
are looking for alibis, devising explanations and preparing to fake history,,,,,.
But all to no purpose; clear-sighted Justice, with the promptitude and

Inexorability demanded by the tragic times in which we live, will inflict upon

them penalties which befit their crimes.

I have no advice to give to them; if they- still-have any conscience and

reason left they will give then this counsel: "Try to mitigate your crime by

doing the enemy as much harm as hitherto you have done him good.. In that way,

perhaps-, you will give your judges something to-pla.ce on the; favourable .side of

their unerring balance. i?

But it is to the honest officials that I wish to. speak. Many among them

have remained at their posts beca.use they were convinced that the national

community would gain greater advantage by their activity than by their abstention.

They thought that the war would be long, that the people must eat, be clothed., and

travel, that public order must be safeguarded., destitution relieved, and. that even

the abnormal life of -on enemy occupation must be made as normal as possible.

Were they mistaken? Have- there been instance's of excessive zeal? Should

certain services have remained completely at a standstill, as they did in 1914?

This is not the moment to consider such, question. That is important is to know

what must be done now

What we have to do now is to enter the decisive struggle.

Germany is short of man-power: she needsallher officers and all her

officials on the battlefield and at home in. her own -country. She is steadily

reducing her occupation forces proper, and she has ; little hope how of replacing them

with sympathisers in the occupied countries.

But she is hoping that the normal, activity of the officials still at their

posts will keep going, for her benefit, a machine which cannot be stopped without

serious injury to her. It is at this moment above all others that loyal -- Belgians" ’
should refuse to co-operate in any way. Ca* canny tactics, administrative delays

and complete passivity are -weapons without danger to those who wield them and yet

wreak terrible havoc in the administrative organisation.

Transport is a particularly striking example: not everyone can take part

in active sabotage, but every railway employee is in a position to exert himself in

a negative sense in slowing down traffic, dislocating the complicated mechanism of

the ra.ilways, causing congestion in the stations and sending wagons astray.

We have received in London undeniable proofs of the kind of thing I an

suggesting, I know, as I had the honour of being their minister for
.

several months,

how patriotic the railwayman are in Belgium; the care -fefeat them, the

confidence that is placed in them and the discipline that reign in their ranks

make them a select body of workers.

This is the moment for these first-class citizens to develop their efforts

at disorganisa.tion to the maximum: from the highest official to the humblest navvy,

there is good work for all to do - war work, which will paralyse the. enemy at a

tine when he is having to fight on two or three fronts and when lack of petrol is

making the railways more indispensable to him than they have ever been "before.

/The same
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The same considerations apply to the workers on the canals and rivers

of our inland waterways •

In the matter of supplies, too., an important task* awaits the patriotic
officials.*

r
-To sabotage, deliveries to the enemy, to divert stocks which.,

he. has requisitioned-and let the population have them instead, to hinder

the production
r
of,spil-hcaring plants and flax, and to-place ■'ohstaclcs in

the way. of. the cnqmy’s use. of our forests - these arc- the aims that must

he 'c.instantly in the minds .of the, men--who hold, responsible positions under

the Ministry of Agriculture. pirn1or: opportunites arise for those in .
charge of goods offices, distributing centres, and so forth.

In the .industrial sphere, resistance of all lands mil be all the

easier now-that the German officials responsible for supervising the

national production, vail be less numerous and will find less assistance

the Belgian officials* .1,: •a* ’• d' .

you know better than I, fellow-citizens, at what points you can

damage the enemy’s war machine.

I just.wonted to tell you quite/simrply today, after the many messages

that have been given to you already by our .radios, what great importance
the allies attach to your activity, Belgium is giving the wield a. splendid
example of resistance. The corps of state officials and ompdoyccs must

be in the van of the struggle;- they must set the example and take their

responsibilities# • ,

They have .powerful; levers in their hands, '.Then the victory is won

there, will be no excuse for not halving used those levers, •and* those : who,

out of timidity or weakness, fail to do sp will blame themselves for

having retarded, even for d single day, the moment of liberation.

PRESS OFFICE,

BELGIAN GOVERNMENT.
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